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🔸

Throughout 2021, NFT sales have surged to USD 25
billion.

🔸

The most expensive NFT ever sold is USD 532 million.

🔸

Brands like Christie’s, Louis Vuitton, and Adidas are
already pursuing NFT strategies.

🔸

Facebook’s entry into the Metaverse has generated
hype amongst the masses, with brands such as Nike
are gearing up for the space.

🔸

Digital metaverse real estate prices have gone up
400% to 500% in the last few months (reported
January 2022).
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Growth Trends in the Metaverse & NFT space

Here Comes the
Metaverse

•

The metaverse is the next stage of the internet where users will
be able to build virtual lives, cohabitate, transact and
collaborate.

•

Allows metaverse users to showcase digital forms of art and
properties; NFTs will allow them to put a price on that content
with proof of ownership.

•

Growth of the space will further accelerate the growth of NFTs,
blockchain technology, gaming and trading.

•

Estimated to be a USD 10 trillion to 30 trillion market within the
next decade.
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Introducing
Welcome to the preferred NFT Marketplace and Future City of the
Metaverse! We are:
🔸

A Premium NFT Marketplace that combines Virtual Shopping
Experience and Art Gallery Exhibition

🔸

NFTs released in exclusive batches from tie-ups with
prominent Artists or Brands

🔸

Oﬀers ‘Try-Before-Purchase’ wearable functions

🔸

Exhibition hosting via our Rotating Gallery booking system

🔸

Incentivize rewards through Referral Systems & community
activities with CANVAS tokens

🔸

Users can stake and trade NFTs and the CANVAS token
through our Cross-Chain Wallet

🔸

Metaverse City developed in future stages on the Unreal
Engine
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Introducing Canvasland!

Let’s dive into…
CanvasLand City
●

Building the preferred Metaverse of the future; a virtual city
free of inhibitions of our physical bodies. Where users can
interact, trade, and create.

●

Fully governed by the community via a DAO, with integration
of web 3.0 technology.

●

Host virtual events such as concerts and exhibitions.
Programs to incentivize active citizens with CANVAS tokens
will be introduced.

●

CanvasLand City will also feature various virtual assets in the
form of NFTs, which can be easily traded on the CanvasLand
marketplace.

Current Industry Challenges

Current Industry Challenges

• Plenty of substandard NFT artworks due to the
inﬂux of artists joining the NFT craze
• Diﬃculty for non-blockchain businesses to be a
part of the NFT and Metaverse ecosystem
• Insuﬃcient promotional opportunities for artists
and collectors
• Multiple ‘Metaverses’ with no single popular
platform of choice
• Metaverse ‘wild west’ development with unclear
adoption pathway & regulations
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Presenting Our Solutions

CanvasLand’s
Solutions

🔸

Curate and release NFTs based on popular and established IPs,
alongside popular artists

🔸

Work with non-blockchain businesses and integrate them into the
CanvasLand City ecosystem.

🔸

Rotating galleries allows various NFTs to be featured and
promoted

🔸

Oﬀers social features for users to display their NFTs

🔸

Referral system and rewards to incentivize price discovery and
traﬃc

🔸

Integrate staking and NFT staking beneﬁts - additional privileges

🔸

Build a preferred city in the Metaverse for content creation,
trading & living - governed by a DAO by the community

🔸

Integrate new tech such as Web 3.0 into DAO
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🔸

We aim to provide the easiest platform for
trading NFTs.

🔸

One-stop solution for artistes and brands to
display their work.

🔸

‘Try before you buy’ feature, allowing you to
dress up your Metaverse avatar.

🔸

NFT staking for NFT assets; including assets
on CanvasLand City. Beneﬁts planned for NFT
stakers.

🔸

Fully governed by the community via a DAO.

🔸

Metaverse: CanvasLand City to provide a
virtual realm for users to safely live, create &
trade.
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🔸

Marketplace LIVE on
https://marketplace.canvasland.io/

🔸

Features curated collections and NFT collaborations
with notable artistes and content creators

🔸

Will feature NFTs based on exclusive IPs in
partnership with brands

🔸

For CanvasLand city metaverse, the Marketplace will
also feature Metaverse virtual assets (e.g. virtual
land, digital wearables)
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To encourage price discovery, the highest
unﬁlled bid on a NFT receives 0.5% of the
transaction fees

All other unsuccessful bidders will split 0.5% of
transaction fees

Sellers can incentivise promoters and set
between 0~20% of proﬁt shares to incentivize
people who helps to promote their NFT listings
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1

When a $100 (100%) NFT is sold, the seller
receives $97.5 (100-2.5%) while the buyer pays
$102.5 (100+2.5%)

2

A total of $5 (5%, 2.5% from the seller and
2.5% from the buyer) transaction fee will
contribute to the CanvasLand Ecosystem
$5 (5%) Transaction fee breakdown:
1% – for the CANVAS staking program
1% – leads to the token burn
2% – allotted for operation liquidity
0.5% – granted to the 2nd top bidder
0.5% – shared by a pool of the rest of the bidders
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🔸

Exclusive access to CanvasLand’s
Premium NFT Launches

🔸

Transaction discounts

🔸

Purchase ad/gallery space

🔸

Staking for rewards (NFT staking &
regular staking)

🔸

Collateral for NFT rental

🔸

DAO governance voting

🔸

Purchase Metaverse Assets (virtual land,
digital wearables)
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🔸

Amount-based Staking: Users commit
1000/2000/3000 CANVAS tokens to be staked. After 7
days, they are considered to be eligible for staking
rewards

🔸

Token stakers are segregated into diﬀerent tiers and be
given diﬀerent rewards (exclusive beneﬁts, discounts,
airdrops etc)

🔸

Bronze/Silver/Gold tiers for stakers that commit for
1000/2000/3000 CANVAS tokens

🔸

Some NFTs on the CanvasLand platform can be staked
to receive staking rewards and other privileges,
allowing NFT holders to earn CANVAS tokens while still
maintaining ownership of their NFTs.

🔸

NFT staking to also act as a membership VIP card or
access card to various beneﬁts.
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🔸

Users can indulge in an unique sensory
experience while exploring CanvasLand Gallery,
Marketplace and CanvasLand City

🔸

The VR mode allows users
to immerse themselves into the Canvas virtual
world while the AR mode enables the
interaction between
collector and the surrounding environment

🔸

In later stages, our Metaverse, CanvasLand City
will also integrate AR and VR features for even
more immersive experiences
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Fundraiser Goal:
To raise $5.6M for 6.8% of tokens
Breakdown :
1.2% - Seed Round ($840k)
Tokens at $0.07 each (30% discount)
4.1% - Private Sale (~$3.3m)
Tokens at $0.08 each (20% discount)
1.5% - Public Sale/IDO (~$1.5m)
Tokens at $0.10 each (no discount)
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CATEGORY

TOTAL %

DESCRIPTION

Token Sale

6.8%

Public Sale: 100% unlocked
Private Sale: 3 Month cliﬀ, followed by linear release over 6 months
Seed round (if any): 6 Month cliﬀ, followed by linear release over 6 months

Staking Rewards

30%

Unlocked from TGE [To be given out over a 24 year period]

Ecosystem Fund (for grants, marketing,
partnerships, etc.)

14%

Unlocked linearly over 48 months

Community Airdrop

0.2%

Unlocked at TGE

Liquidity

10%

Unlocked at TGE

Reserve (for future token sales or any
unexpected scenarios)
Reserve 1
Reserve 2

4%
15%

3 Month cliﬀ, followed by linear release over 6 mths
12 Months cliﬀ, followed by linear release over 6 mths

Team + Advisors

20%

2 year vesting, 1 year cliﬀ followed by linear release over 12 months
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Phase 1 (Q4 2021)
🔸
🔸

Foundation setup
Brand Awareness focused

Phase 1 (Q1 - Q2 2022)
🔸
🔸

Engagement & promotion focused
Consistent content strategy

Phase 1 (Q3 - Q4 2022)
🔸
🔸
🔸
🔸

Launch full version of
CanvasLand marketplace
Prepare for cross-chain
integrations with various
blockchains
First look: CanvasLand City
Set up staking functionalities &
rewards

Goals
🔸
🔸
🔸

Launch v1.0 of project website
Build up community and social
media
Close out private round of
fundraising

🔸
🔸
🔸
🔸
🔸
🔸

Launch v2.0 project website
Launch marketplace beta with
exclusive NFT collections (Feb 2022)
Close out public sale (Est April 2022)
Launch more NFT collections
Hosting events with partners to
promote art + NFTs
Ongoing private fundraise

🔸
🔸
🔸
🔸
🔸

Launch multiple series of NFT
collections in collaboration with IPs
and luxury brands
CanvasLand City: First reveal
Prepare for DAO features
Launch of incentive programs for
artists
Staking
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Andrew Tay

Jibrail Idris

CEO

CTO

Zen Fong
Crypto Advisor

Eliza Lee
Head of Marketing

Joe Ngoi
Strategic Advisor
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Redspots:
AR/VR

D-Mop:
Fashion & Wearables

Adpost:
Customer infrastructure

Redspots Creative is a Hong Kong based
multimedia Company that focuses on
marketing development & production using
2D, 3D & AR/VR interactive technologies and
products.

D-mop (HK) , the ﬁrst Fashion wearable
website in HK that works with both branded
clienteles and new talents in creating
quality collections for individuals to
purchase.

Adpost is an online marketplace where users
can Buy and Sell both new and secondhand
items. Available in 9 countries for the past 20
years with a monthly average viewership of
30,000,000.
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Absolute advantage to invest NOW as private sale investors, you’ll enjoy:
🔸

Limited investment slots (ﬁrst come ﬁrst
serve)

🔸

Limited time only – public sale launching
in Q1 2022

🔸

Exclusive project and investor relationship
meeting participation

🔸

Exclusive sneak peeks and early
investment opportunities to other projects
backed by our experienced team
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Address

Contact

17th Level, Frasers Tower

enquiries@canvasland.io

182 Cecil Street
Singapore 069547

Follow Us

